
Name: _________________________________ 

Spelling Words
List E-8: /ch/, /sh/, and /j/ Sounds

Spelling Words Review

refrigerator

fortune

culture

capture

mansion

question

patient

vacation

initial

precious

vision

correction

genius

giraffe

challenge

hinge

advantage

college

lotion

general

sincere

choose

medicine

Challenge

cherish

shambles

Answer the questions.

1.  Which sound, /ch/, /sh/, or /j/, is in the word fortune?                            ______________________

2.  Which sound, /ch/, /sh/, or /j/, is in the word vision?                            ______________________

3.  Identify the sound you hear, /ch/, /sh/, or /j/, in the word correction.   _____________________

4.  Identify the sound you hear, /ch/, /sh/, or /j/, in the word advantage.  _____________________

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  an appliance that keeps food cool _________________________

6.  having great worth; very special _________________________

7.  an African animal with a long neck _________________________

8. a person's ability to see _________________________  

Write a spelling word that is an antonym for each word below.

9.     release       ___________________ (7 letters)

10.   particular   ___________________ (7 letters)

11.   answer       ___________________ (8 letters)

12.   shack         ___________________ (7 letters)
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Name: _________________________________          List E-8:  /ch/, /sh/, and /j/ Sounds

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

lotion  challenge vacation genius

culture hinge  initial   college

13.  The ________________________ was so rusty that it was hard for the door to swing open.

14.  Paul's family takes a ________________________ to Myrtle Beach, South Carolina every year.

15.  Studying abroad in Europe will help you to learn all about a new ________________________ .

16. Throughout the ages, Leonardo DaVinci has been noted as an artistic ___________________ .

17. The first doctor who examined the little girl gave her an ________________________ diagnosis 

of hay fever.

18. Mom tells us to put on our sun tan ________________________ so we won't get burned outside.

19. Coming back from an ankle injury was going to make Haley's gymnastics class a huge 

________________________ this season.

20. Meg's big brother was going to the local ________________________ to study biology. 

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word has a double vowel in it?   ___________________________

22. Which review word has three syllables?  ___________________________

23. Which review word has two soft s sounds in it? ___________________________

24. Which bonus word has six consonants? ___________________________

25. Which bonus word is a verb?   ___________________________
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ANSWER KEY

Spelling Words
List E-8: /ch/, /sh/, and /j/ Sounds

Spelling Words Review

refrigerator

fortune

culture

capture

mansion

question

patient

vacation

initial

precious

vision

correction

genius

giraffe

challenge

hinge

advantage

college

lotion

general

sincere

choose

medicine

Challenge

cherish

shambles

Answer the questions.

1.  Which sound, /ch/, /sh/, or /j/, is in the word fortune?                            /ch/

2.  Which sound, /ch/, /sh/, or /j/, is in the word vision?                            /sh/

3.  Identify the sound you hear, /ch/, /sh/, or /j/, in the word correction.   /sh/

4.  Identify the sound you hear, /ch/, /sh/, or /j/, in the word advantage.  /j/

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  an appliance that keeps food cool refrigerator

6.  having great worth; very special precious

7.  an African animal with a long neck giraffe

8. a person's ability to see vision  

Write a spelling word that is an antonym for each word below.

9.     release         capture      (7 letters)

10.   particular     general             (7 letters)

11.   answer         question           (8 letters)

12.   shack          mansion      (7 letters)
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Name: _________________________________          List E-8:  /ch/, /sh/, and /j/ Sounds

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

lotion  challenge vacation genius

culture hinge  initial   college

13.  The hinge was so rusty that it was hard for the door to swing open.

14.  Paul's family takes a vacation to Myrtle Beach, South Carolina every year.

15.  Studying abroad in Europe will help you to learn all about a new culture.

16. Throughout the ages, Leonardo DaVinci has been noted as an artistic genius.

17. The first doctor who examined the little girl gave her an initial diagnosis of hay fever.

18. Mom tells us to put on our sun tan lotion so we won't get burned outside.

19. Coming back from an ankle injury was going to make Haley's gymnastics training a huge 

challenge this season.

20. Meg's big brother was going to the local college to study biology. 

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word has a double vowel in it?   choose

22. Which review word has three syllables?  medicine

23. Which review word has two soft s sounds in it? sincere

24. Which bonus word has six consonants? shambles

25. Which bonus word is a verb?   cherish
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